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METEOR SHOWER THIS MONTH
THE ORIONIDS

LCROSS MISSION IMPACTS THE MOON

At 12:31 GMT on Friday 9th October a NASA Lunar mission
probe was sent crashing into the Moon. The LCROSS probe
was sent to search for water in the bottom of Cater Cabeus.

Around the 21st October there will be a meteor shower known as
the Orionids. The shower is called the Orionids because the
meteors appear to emanate from within the constellation of
Orion ‘The Hunter’. If we were to mark the path of each meteor
on a sky chart we would see that the meteors all appear to
radiate from the same point in the sky. In the case of this
shower the Radiant Point is in the very north of Orion as shown
on the chart below.

Crater Cabeus at the south pole of the Moon
See Page 3 for more detail.

MARS CLOSE TO THE MOON
The meteors in the Orionid shower are created when dust
particles that originated in the tail of the famous Comet Halley
crash into our atmosphere. As a comet approaches the Sun, the
ice that the comet is composed of melts and is blown away by
the Solar Wind. The ice is very dirty so as it melts the particles
of dust in the ice are released and are also pushed off into space.
As the dust is heavier than the gaseous material it tends to
follow a similar path to the main body of the comet. Gradually
the dust becomes spread out around the Sun along the orbit of
the comet. Once a year Earth may pass through part of the ring
of dust left over from the comet.
It is difficult for us to comprehend but the planet that we live on
is travelling at about 61,000 mph in its orbit around the Sun.
When Earth ploughs head on into this stream of dust particles,
the combined speed of the collisions can be up to 120,000 mph.
At this speed, the particles burn up violently as they hit the top
of the atmosphere, about 100 miles above us. We see the trail of
the tiny piece of dust (a Meteoroid) as a streak of light that we
call a Meteor.

Mars located close to the Moon on 12th October
For those early risers there is an opportunity to find Mars very
easily. On the morning of 12th of October at 06:00 GMT Mars
will be close to the Moon. Mars will appear to be in a direct line
with the Moon and the Gemini Twins, Pollux and Caster.

To observe the shower we do not need any special equipment,
just our own eyes. The best thing to do is to sit on a garden
recliner chair that has been set up so that the observer can see
the sky towards the east. Make sure there are no lights shining
in your eyes. If there are lights then try to cover the light source
or set up a screen to block the light. Look to the east at about
45° above the horizon. The best time to look out for the meteors
will be after midnight on the 20th. The shower will visible for
about a week before and after the 20th October but with a peak
on that night.

THE NEXT BEGINNERS MEETING WILL BE
18th November

Different types of telescope

THE NEXT SPEAKER MEETING WILL BE
6th November

10 sights to see (in the night sky)

For all the latest news, don’t forget to visit our website on:

www.naasbeginners.co.uk
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SUNSPOTS APPEAR AT LAST

ABOUT SUNSPOTS

During the last week of September three small spots appeared
on the surface of the Sun, these features are rather predicatively
named ‘Sunspots’. Sunspots are usually more abundant over
periods of about 5 to 6 years then fade away for a similar period
only to build again for another phase. This is known as the ‘11
year Solar Cycle’. During the high activity phase the surface of
the Sun will have many spots and flares may be seen on the face
and appear like flames around the edge.

Sunspots, as their name implies, are spots that appear on the
surface of the Sun. They are caused by the magnetic field
produced by the Sun as the gas that it is made of rotates. The Sun
is comprised mainly of Hydrogen gas with a smaller amount of
Helium. To be precise 91.2% of the atoms in the Sun (71% by
mass) are Hydrogen and 8.7% of the atoms (27.1% by mass) are
Helium. The Hydrogen changes its form at different depths and
at certain locations acts like a metal. This combined with
differing speeds of rotation of the gas from the equator to the
poles causes powerful turbulences inside the Sun.
Consequentially the whole system behaves like a gigantic
generator and produces powerful electrical and magnetic forces.

The Sun during a period of high activity
The Sun should now be entering its period of maximum high
activity but for some reason, that scientists find difficult to
explain, there has been little evidence of activity during this
cycle. However during the last week of September three small
spots appeared with a speckle of tiny spots surrounding each of
them. There has only been one other significant spot in the last
two years when much more activity should have been building.

Giant sunspots imaged by Lee Mcdonald in 2004
Like all magnets, the Sun produces lines of magnetic force that
loop from one pole to the other. Many people may remember the
school experiment to show these lines of magnetic force. A
simple bar magnet is placed on a flat surface and a sheet of paper
placed over it. Iron filings are then scattered over the sheet of
paper. As the paper is gently tapped the iron filings move
towards the lines of magnetic force to create a pattern of ray like
features radiating out from each end of the magnet. The Sun
produces similar patterns that radiate from its north and south
poles.

Lines of Magnetic Force seen during an total eclipse
Where the lines of force break through the surface of the Sun,
they cause a hole to appear showing the cooler layers below
which appear darker that the bright surface. The spots are
about 1000°C cooler than the surface which is 6200°C.

The sunspots seen on 23rd September
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SHOOTING THE MOON

THE IMPACT SITE

th

At 12:31 BST on Friday 9 October a NASA Lunar mission
probe was sent crashing into the Moon. The mission was called
Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite ‘LCROSS’. The
purpose of the mission was to find water in the bottom of a
crater near the South Pole where sunshine never reaches.
The LCROSS mission searched for frozen water on the moon.
LCROSS did this by sending a rocket crashing into the moon
causing a big impact and creating a crater, throwing tons of
debris and potentially water ice and vapour above the lunar
surface.
It was hoped this impact would release materials from the lunar
surface that could be analysed for the presence of hydrated
minerals which would tell researchers if water is there or not.
The two main components of the LCROSS mission were the
Shepherding Spacecraft and the Centaur upper stage rocket.
The Shepherding Spacecraft guided the rocket to a site selected
on the moon that has a high probability of containing water.
Because they had only one chance with this mission in finding
water, the researchers had to be very precise when they
programmed the Shepherding Spacecraft to guide the rocket.

The Moon was visible in the sky from the UK at the time of
impact but it was 12:31 BST (11:31 GMT) and in daylight
here. As it turned out we did not miss much, even the largest
telescopes did not see anything. See the third image below
taken by The Hale 200 inch telescope, one of the largest
telescopes in the world.

The target site Crater Cabeus

The tiny flash detected by LCROSS
LCROSS and the Centaur 4th Stage separating
The Shepherding LCROSS Spacecraft and Centaur rocket were
launched together with another spacecraft called Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). All three were connected to
each other for launch, but then the LRO separated one hour after
launch. The Shepherding Spacecraft guided the Centaur rocket
4th stage through multiple Earth orbits, each taking about 38
days.
The rocket then separated from the Shepherding
Spacecraft and impacted the Moon at more than twice the speed
of a bullet. The resulting impact should have produced a big
plume or cloud of lunar debris, and possibly water.
While this was happening the Shepherding Spacecraft, which
had scientific instruments on-board including cameras, took
pictures of the rocket’s descent and impact into the moon. Four
minutes later, the Shepherding Spacecraft followed almost the
exact same path as the rocket, descending down through the
plume and analysed it with special instruments. The analysis
was specifically looking for water (ice and vapour), with a mix
of hydrocarbons and hydrated materials. The Shepherding
Spacecraft collected data continuously and transmitted it back to
Earth before its own demise. This crash was expected be so big
that we on Earth might have been able to view the resulting
plume of material but very little was actually seen.
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Cabeus seen through the 200ʺ Hale telescope @ -5 seconds
Although nothing much was seen from the impact, NASA
confirmed that they had collected a wealth of data from the
mission. "We have the data we need to actually address the
questions we set out to address, and that's the bottom line,"
said Tony Colaprete, the principal investigator for the Lunar
Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite, or LCROSS. We
will have to wait a few weeks for the data to be analysed.

WHERE ARE THE PLANETS THIS MONTH
Most interest this month will be directed towards Jupiter as it is
the only bright planet in the night sky. Jupiter is very easy to
find, shining very brightly in the south in the constellation of
Capricornus. (See the chart on page 6).

The position of the planets in relation to Earth
The unaided eye will only be able to see Jupiter as a bright starlike object albeit the brightest object in the evening sky except
the Moon. A pair of binoculars (something like 8 x 50) may just
show the positions of the four brightest moons. Jupiter does in
fact have around 60 moons but most are too small to be seen
from Earth with even the largest of telescopes owned by
amateur astronomers. The four large moons are called: Io,
Europa, Ganymede and Callisto.
Jupiter has one of the smallest axial tilts of all the planets.
Consequently the moons nearly always pass in front or behind
the planet as they move around their orbits. The positions and
movements can be seen almost from hour to hour using a small
telescope and even some good binoculars. Most computer
planetarium applications will show the positions of the moons in
real time. The moons can be identified by labels and their
positions monitored. When the moons appear to move across
the face of the planet this is called a ‘Transit’. Often a transit
will produce an eclipse as its shadow is projected on to the
cloud tops on the planet below. The shadow is much easier to
see than the moon against the bright planet.

Ganymede’s shadow imaged on 14th September
In the image above Ganymede can be seen to the right of the
planet and Europa a little further out to the right. The image
was taken using a simple cheap webcam attached to a telescope.
When a moon passes behind a planet it is called an occultation.
More rarely two moons may appear to approach each other very
closely and even more rarely may even occult one another.
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For those people who are lucky enough to own a telescope the
outer planets Uranus and Neptune are visible in the evening
sky. Neptune is quite close to Jupiter and to the east. It is
very difficult to identify in a small telescope but in a 100mm
aperture or more it is possible. A larger telescope will reveal
it as a fuzzy bluish disc but no detail on the surface can be
seen. Uranus is further to the east on the border between
Pisces and Aquarius. Uranus is only half as distant as
Neptune so appears four times brighter but still only appears
as a fuzzy blue disc.
To see the other planets you will need to get out of bed before
sunrise (6:24 GMT) and have a good clear view towards the
eastern horizon. Venus, Mercury and Saturn rise just before
the Sun at about 4 o’clock. Mercury emerged from behind the
Sun at the end of September and reaches its greatest
elongation (distance from the Sun) on 8th October then moves
back behind the Sun on 23rd October. Venus is gradually
moving towards the Sun but is still very bright. Saturn is
emerging from behind the Sun and is climbing higher into the
sky. The ring is almost directly edge on at the moment so it
looks rather unfamiliar through a telescope. On the morning
of 8th October Mercury and Saturn passed each other so
closely they appeared to become one object even when
viewed in a medium sized telescope.

Mercury, Venus and Saturn at 06:00 on 9th October
Mars is also in the morning sky and will have reached quite a
reasonable observing height in the constellation of Gemini
before the other planets become visible. Mars actually rises
over the eastern horizon at midnight BST and will rise about
half an hour earlier each month. At Christmas it will be in a
good position for observing before midnight.
There have been rumours circulating that Mars will be very
close to Earth this year and therefore appear very bright and
large in the sky. This is simply not true in fact exactly the
opposite is true. Mars has quite an eccentric orbit and this
combined with the less but still eccentric orbit of Earth there
are times when the two planets do pass closer than other
times. In 2003 Earth overtook Mars and passed by as close as
the two bodies are able to. They were in fact only 35million
kilometres apart at that time. This year the distance between
them as Earth passes by will be closer to 60 million
kilometres. (See the chart in the previous column). Mars will
therefore appear only half the diameter seen in 2003 and only
a quarter of its brightness at that time.
Mars will be at its best after Christmas but will still appear
small in a telescope. It will be at quite a good altitude so
will be in clear air out of the murk closer the horizon

THE SOLAR SYSTEM OCTOBER 2009
The chart above is from Richard Fleet’s GRAPHDARK
application that can be downloaded free from his website at:
www.rfleet.clara.net .
The dates for the last six months of 2009 are shown along the
bottom of the chart and the time up the sides. The areas shown
light blue at the top and bottom indicate daylight. The lower
thick curved line shows the start of dusk and the upper shows
the end of dawn (full daylight). The conical curved black line
shows full darkness and it shows that the sky did not become
completely dark until the end of July. The thinner curved black
lines show the legal ‘lighting up’ times. The curved vertical
bands show the Moon phases (white when the moon is in the
sky, black it is not). The coloured lines show the times when
the planets are visible.
MERCURY makes a good appearance in the east before
sunrise at the beginning of the month. See Page 4.
VENUS rises over the eastern horizon at about 04:30 and will
be very bright until the sky brightens at dawn. Venus is
moving away from us and will soon pass behind the Sun.
Through a telescope it will appear gibbous (nearly full as with
the Moon) but quite small at nearly 11 arcseconds in diameter.
MARS rises in the east at 22:30. However it appears small and
will be in a good position by about midnight.
JUPITER rises over the eastern horizon at 15:00 and is in
view from sunset until about 24:00 GMT. However it will be
very low in the southern sky moving through the constellation
of Capricornus.
The four brightest moons Io, Europa
Ganymede and Callisto will be visible even in a small
telescope and are very interesting to observe. The moons often
pass in front of Jupiter in a transit and may cast a shadow on
the planet causing an eclipse. Moons can also pass behind the
planet (occultation) or disappear into its shadow. Occasionally
the moons pass close to each other and sometimes even eclipse
each other. At the top of the next column is a list of some of
the more interesting events occurring this month on Jupiter.

INTERESTING EVENTS ON JUPITER (See Page 4)
Io (Io)
Europa (Eu) Ganymede (Ga)
Callisto (Ca)
Transit (Tr) Occult (Oc) Moon Shadow (Sh) Times in BST
21st
20:10 Io Tr start
21:27 Io Sh start 22:24 Io Tr finish
22nd 19:42 Io Oc finish 20:30 Io Eu close 22:48 Ca Oc start
21:45 Eu Tr start
24:15 Eu Sh start
24th 19:21 Eu Oc finish
25th BST ends, following times in GMT
26th 19:30 Ga Oc start 23:10 Ga Oc finish
28th 21:00 Io Tr start
22:24 Io Sh start 23:18 Io Tr finish
29th 18:15 Io Oc start
20:33 Io Oc finish
30th 17:45 Eu Oc start 18:18 Ga Sh finish 19:00 Io Sh finish
31st
18:00 Eu Oc start 19:15 Ca Sh start 20:45 Eu Oc finish
NOVEMBER
1st
19:00 Ga/Ca Close
19:00 Ga/Eu Close
2nd
5th
20:10 Io Oc start
22:28 Io Oc Finish
6th
17:34Io Tr Start
18:45 Io Sh Start 18:52 Ga Sh Start
19:41 Io Tr Finish 21:00 Io Sh Finish 20:40 Ga Sh Finish
9th
17:49 Eu Sh Start 18:00 Eu Tr Finish 20:30 Eu Sh Finish
13th 17:40 Ga Tr Start 19:22 Io Tr Start 20:40 Io Sh Start
21:02 Ga Tr Finish 21:35 Io Tr Finish
14th 18:57 Io Oc Finish
16th 18:00 Eu Tr Start
20:27 Eu Sh Start 20:36 Eu Tr Finish
20th 20:48 Io/Ga Close 21:21 Io Tr Start 21:37 Ga Tr Start
SATURN Rises at 04:00, See Page 4.
URANUS is fairly well placed in the south at 22:00 in the
constellation of Pisces. A telescope of over 100mm aperture gives
Uranus the appearance of a slightly out of focus small blue disc.
NEPTUNE is well placed close to Jupiter in the constellation of
Capricornus. Viewed through a telescope of over 100mm aperture
it appears as a slightly out of focus blue star.
SUN is still very quiet but some small sun spots have been seen.
See Page 2.
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THE SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the night sky as it appears on 1st October at 10 o’clock British Summer Time (9 o’clock GMT). As the
Earth orbits the Sun and we look out into space each night the stars will appear to have moved across the sky by a small amount.
Every month Earth moves one twelfth of its circuit around the Sun, this amounts to 30 degrees each month. There are about 30
days in each month so each night the stars appear to move about 1 degree. The sky will therefore appear the same as shown on the
chart above at 9 o’clock p.m. BST at the beginning middle the month and at 8 o’clock am BST at the end. Due to the Earth
rotating once every 24 hours, the stars also appear to move 15º (360º divided by 24) each hour from east to west.
The centre of the chart will be the position in the sky directly overhead. First we need to find some familiar objects so we can get
our bearings. The Pole Star Polaris can be easily found by first finding the familiar shape of the Great Bear ‘Ursa Major’ that is
also sometimes called the Plough or even the Big Dipper by the Americans. Ursa Major is visible throughout the year from Britain
and is always quite easy to find. This month it is towards the northern horizon. Look for the distinctive saucepan shape, four stars
forming the bowl and three stars forming the handle. Follow an imaginary line, up from the two stars in the bowl furthest from the
handle. These will point the way to Polaris which will be to the north of overhead at about 50º above the northern horizon. Polaris
is the only moderately bright star in a fairly empty patch of sky. When you have found Polaris turn completely around and you
will be facing south. To use this chart, position yourself looking south and hold the chart above your eyes.
REMEMBER BRITISH SUMMER TIME ENDS ON 25th OCTOBER
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